We prove that Schanuel's conjecture for the reals is equivalent to a uniform version of itself.
Schanuel's conjecture is one of the central conjectures in transcendental number theory. Some of its consequences in that field are discussed by Lang in [1] . Macintyre and Wilkie gave another application when they showed in [3] that if Schanuel's conjecture is true at least over the real numbers then the theory of the real field with exponentiation is decidable. The uniform Schanuel conjecture for the complex numbers and its consequences were a subject of discussion in [7] . It was shown in that paper that the standard Schanuel conjecture is equivalent to the uniform Schanuel conjecture if one assumes a certain Diophantine-type conjecture about intersections of complex algebraic varieties with tori, that is algebraic subgroups of (C * ) n . Here we prove that the Schanuel conjecture for the reals is equivalent to the corresponding uniform conjecture without any extra assumptions.
Indeed, the reader can see that the proof follows quickly from o-minimality considerations. (See [4] for an introduction to the theory of o-minimality.) The idea that the uniform conjecture for the reals should follow from Schanuel's conjecture appeared in [6] , a preprint version of [7] .
The real form of Schanuel's conjecture is the statement (SC R ) Suppose a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ R such that td Q Q(a 1 , . . . , a n , e a 1 , . . . , e an ) < n. Then there are m 1 , . . . , m n ∈ Z, not all zero, such that
The uniform real version of Schanuel's conjecture puts a bound on the coefficients.
2n be an algebraic variety over Q of dimension < n. Then there exists a natural number N such that if (a 1 , . . . , a n , e a 1 , . . . , e an ) ∈ V then there are m 1 , . . . , m n ∈ Z, not all zero, with |m i | N for each i, such that
It is clear that (USC R ) implies (SC R ), and in this paper we show the converse also holds.
Definition. Let R be an expansion of the real field R; +, · . With respect to R, cells in R n are defined inductively as follows.
Singletons are 0-cells in R;
open intervals are 1-cells in R.
If in addition we require all the functions f and g to be analytic, we say the cells are analytic.
An expansion R of the real field R; +, · is said to be o-minimal when every definable subset of R is a finite union of points and intervals (that is, of cells). The cell decomposition theorem for o-minimal structures which can be found in [4] states that when R is o-minimal, for each n ∈ N, every definable subset of R n can be partitioned into finitely many definable cells. It is shown in [5] that the structure R exp = R; +, ·, exp is o-minimal. In [2] it is shown that this particular structure has analytic cell decomposition, that is that every definable subset of R n can be partitioned into finitely many analytic cells. We use this and the following elementary lemma.
Lemma. If C ⊆ R n is an m-cell definable in an expansion R of the real field R; +, · then there is a homeomorphism θ : B → C, definable in R, where B is a product of m open intervals in R m (an open box). If C is an analytic cell then θ may be taken to be an analytic diffeomorphism.
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the dimension n of the ambient space. If n = 1 then C is already a product of intervals, so we may take θ to be the identity map.
Suppose C is the graph of f : C → R and C is an m-cell in R n−1 . Then by the induction hypothesis there is θ : B → C where B is a product of m intervals. Define θ(x) = (θ (x), f (θ (x))).
Otherwise C is {(x, y) ∈ C × R | f (x) < y < g(x)} for some (m − 1)-cell C ⊆ R n−1 , and we have θ : B → C of the appropriate form. If f = −∞ and g = +∞, define θ :
If f = −∞ and g = +∞, define θ :
In each case θ is a homeomorphism. If all the functions f and g are analytic then θ will be an analytic diffeomorphism, as required.
We now prove that (SC R ) implies (USC R ). Let V ⊆ R 2n be an algebraic variety over Q of dimension < n, and let
Then W is definable in the structure R exp , so by the result mentioned earlier can be partitioned into finitely many analytic cells. Let C be one of these cells and θ : B → C a definable analytic diffeomorphism from an open box to C, as given by the lemma. . Thus every point in Im γ, in particular a and b, satisfy h(x) = 0. Since a and b were arbitrary in C, we deduce that every point in C satisfies the same equation h. Since every point in W lies in one of finitely many cells, the uniform bound in (USC R ) follows at once.
